Improving Feedback - the development of an online assessment tool. by Jackson, John


Background
● UAL is implementing a change programme 
for student assessment.
● This started in September 2009 with the 
staged introduction of marking criteria across 
a subset of programmes.
● As of September 2011 marking criteria apply 
to all programmes.
● How students receive their grades and 
feedback is a crucial part of this.
Various sources of online support ...



'Diffusion of Innovations'* Approach
Design & implementation sought to minimise 
problems often associated with adoption of 
'new' innovations by focusing on developing a 
tool that would:
● demonstrate significant relative advantage
● be compatible with user expectations & 
needs
● minimise complexity
● ensure its trialability
● ensure its observability
(* Rogers, E.M., 2003. Diffusion of Innovations, 5th Edition, Free Press).
Anticipated barriers to Adoption
These included:
● perceived new tasks for course teams
● engagement & training of associate lecturers
● requirement of internet access & equipment 
to mark
● variation between Blackboard structure & 
marking requirements
● process variations - esp between colleges
Piloting OAT
● Following careful specifications gathering 
and initial tool development a rolling pilot 
was agreed.
● Training and testing invitations sent to 
Deans and Associate Deans in October 
2011; initial course teams nominated.
● 28 November 2011 - OAT first used for 
summative assessments (& supported by 
CLTAD team).
● Following successful pilot, course teams 
able to request access to OAT and training.

Training
● A prerequisite to OAT use.
● Offered to groups / teams and 121.
● Supported by online resources:
○ 'Assessment Tool Help' area site in Blackboard
○ online guides
○ 'How to' screencasts
● Demo / test installations.
● Additional support as needed.
Help Area in Blackboard


Demonstration / Test Installations


A few statistics*:
● 115 courses using OAT
● 370 assessments with feedback via OAT
● 8889 instances of feedback published
● 11615 instances of feedback created
● 4793 students accessing feedback via OAT
● 181 academic staff using OAT
* As of 8 June 2012
Growth in Use - 1
Growth in Use - 2


Academics – some comments
● Studio assessment - speeded up this process!
● The tool has significantly reduced the amount 
of time spent and repetitive tasks the team 
had to do regards generation of assessment 
feedback.
● The way the team has used the new tool has 
allowed for quality procedures (double 
marking, internal moderation, etc) to be built 
into assessment practice much easier.
● This is the start of a robust pedagogically 
sound system for assessment and feedback.


Feedback from Students
● Can be accessed anywhere!
● Reliable. Fast.
● It nice to have it available wherever and whenever if I 
need to remember what critique I received and need to 
improve for new, ongoing projects. It also nice to have 
for later when you one day probably have lost the 
original sheet. 
● I live far away from uni so this helps me get feedback 
without having to travel all the way there just to receive 
a piece of paper. It's also quicker.
● I think it is excellent and very useful. It saves me lots 
of time from going into uni to collect the essay and find 
out the grade. 
Barriers / issues encountered
● occasional hardware availability issues
● occasional online course structure 
anomalies
● occasional user (tutor) assumptions
● spell checking dependent on browser (and 
tutors' knowledge of browser)
● additional double and group marking 
requirements
● some usability / interface refinements 
ongoing (still under development)
Future Developments
● Further usability improvements
● Extended double / group marking 
functionality
● Closer interoperability / connectivity with QL
Interim Conclusions
● OAT is popular amongst the academic staff 
and students who have used it so far
● This is evidenced by online surveys, emailed 
feedback, oral feedback and course 
committee meetings
● OAT automates administration tasks 
allowing more time for thoughtful and useful 
feedback
● Further developments should increase 
functionality whilst retaining simplicity
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